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I. Introduction
1

What is globalisation? Answers to this question are usually sought for in economics and
politics, rarely in cultural affairs and hardly at all in educational matters. Instead,
education is often thought to be the property of culture and, in this capacity, resilient towards
global impacts. Education seems to follow established patterns and, when changing, appears
to receive its transformation from the impact of indigenous institutions, such as family,
neighbourhood, society or state. In turn education is an important means of imposing standards
of appropriateness of bodily behaviour but, despite the orthodoxy about the tying of education
to society, the question remains where these standards have been taken from. The hypothesis
underlying this paper is that these standards can result from or be shaped through external
impacts and may thus exhibit features that are global in kind. Conversely speaking, the patterns
of bodily behaviour current in a society or in a state may not only be derived from the impact
of indigenous institutions but may also be exogenous. The paper will review a particular
standing habit as a pattern of bodily behaviour and trace its origin.
In publicly controlled mandatory schooling systems, an important venue of transmitting patterns
of bodily behaviour is physical education. Physical education is often instrumentalised for
the purpose of disciplining young boys and girls and training them in what is considered
appropriate bodily bearing. Ever since the early nineteenth century, the universal standard
of appropriateness of bodily behaviour has in the European nations been an upright comportment
which displays the body in profile in a straight vertical line from which deviations are not
to be tolerated. It has long been recognised that this standard appears rarely in human behaviour
2
except as the result of purposeful training, most notably in gymnastics. Gymnastics have been
used as the instrument to encourage (to say the least) young boys and girls to avoid bodily
buckles and dents and, instead, bear their bodies upright. Nowadays, this standing habit appears
to be spread world wide across the cultures. How do we account for this surprising phenomenon?
Is globalisation a factor impacting on our standing habit?
The most common arguments in support of this standing habit are medical in kind: buckling bodies,
bendy legs, stomachs sticking out to the front and hips gravitating to the soil are seen as
3
symptoms of physical illness or indicators of some mental disorder. I am not a medical
specialist and do not want to challenge the wisdom behind these views. As an historian, I am
simply skeptical that the rationale of this medical reasoning provides the sole sufficient
and exclusively valid explanation. To start with, the history of educational theory shows that
1
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the equation of upright bodily bearing with appropriate bodily behaviour is secondary,
relatively recent and not peculiar to the education of humans at that. In the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, for example, the German word Erziehung (possibly a loan translation from
Latin educā tio, whence Modern English education) was used primarily in the context of gardening
and therein applied to the nursing of trees to develop a straight vertical stem, rather than
4
a multiplicity of collateral branches. The ‘education’ of trees was seen as a precondition
for the harvesting of good crops and the achievement of aesthetic satisfaction among
leisure-seeking humans strolling in parks and gardens among the straight trees. Conversely,
the German word Zucht was used for both, the breeding of plants and animals as well as for
5
education of children and the drilling of soldiers. So far the words. In terms of the subject
matter, the story is more complex. In the first half of the seventeenth century, the great
educationalist Jan Amos Comenius applied the botanical analogy to the education of children,
insisting that the education of humans is like the shaping of trees. As a wild tree cannot
yield sweet fruits, Comenius argued, uneducated children could not acquire the moral status
6
of human beings. At the turn of the nineteenth century, another great educationalist, Johann
Heinrich Pestalozzi, insisted that children should sit still and in an upright position while
7
attending school. It is interesting to observe that the use of a botanical analogy in discourses
on child-rearing and the education of children did not begin in the seventeenth century but
had a longer tradition. Already in the fifteenth century, Enea Silvio Piccolomini, the learned
humanist who became Pope Pius II, used tree-nursing as a model for the training of children
– although, characteristically, to the opposite end. Piccolomini demanded that children should
be allowed to grow up like trees with the implication that trees were allowed to grow as they
liked or nature dictated them to do. According to Piccolomini, children could develop their
own individuality if they remained as unrestrained as trees appeared to be in Piccolomini’s
8
perception of the world. Whereas the fifteenth-century botanical analogy carried with it the
connotation of freedom and individualism, the seventeenth-, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
botanical analogy suggested behavioural constraints and the control of the bearing and
movements of the body. Education towards patterns of bodily behaviour is thus the property
of culture and, by consequence, changes in accordance with the transformation of culture.
Therefore again my question, rephrased in terms of cultural history: What are the origins of
the standing habit that required the upright comportment as the core element of appropriate
bodily behaviour and how did this standing habit disseminate? I shall first discuss the
emergence of this pattern in Europe and then describe its dissemination.

II. Review of research literature
Cultural aspects of bodily bearing have been investigated from a variety of perspectives, among
them dancing, sports, art and social history. Early in the twentieth century, the Finnish art
historian Johan Jakob Tikkanen produced a survey of the position of the feet in European
paintings, graphic art and sculptures from Antiquity to the nineteenth century. The study
contains a broad and comprehensive survey of the various depictions of feet positions with
4
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an emphasis on straddling but does not link the evidence from pictorial art with sources on
9
patterns of behaviour. A few art historians have done work on the one or the other image, such
as on William Hogarth’s well-known print of a dancing master that he prefixed to his The
10
Analysis of Beauty published in 1753. The print juxtaposes the painter’s views of appropriate
dancing movements against his vision of inappropriate hopping and does so by displaying various
dancing scenes. The picture was used as a plate visualising the painter’s perception of various
standards of behaviour, appropriate and inappropriate as well. To that end, Hogarth displayed
what he considered to be properly behaving dancing couples together with couples showing
inappropriate behaviour and placed them into a virtual ballroom. In reality, however, a couple
performing an aristocratic dance would never meet with peasant dancers in one and the same
room. Whereas Hogarth made clear his intention to associate inappropriate movement with the
behaviour of peasant farmers and appropriate behaviour with aristocrats, he remained equivocal
in his attitude toward the posture of the dancing master whom he depicted in another picture
of the same work in a stiffly upright bearing and ridiculed this standing habit as slightly
exaggerated. William Hogarth was a bourgeois Londoner with a faible for urban genre scenes.
His classification of aristocratic habits of standing and moving as appropriate patterns of
bodily behaviour reveals a more general attitude as it demonstrates the extent to which
aristocratic patterns of bodily behaviour had penetrated into the urban world around the middle
of the eighteenth century.
In 1930, the Austrian educational reformer Karl Gaulhofer subject feet positions to a closer
scrutiny and linked art historical evidence with sources on sports and dancing to provide a
11
preparatory to a history of patterns of bodily behaviour. Gaulhofer intended to show that
the then predominant focus on the straight upright bearing in gymnastics was not to be taken
as the sole appropriate pattern of bodily behaviour and that it was far from evident that it
had a distinct educational value. Indeed Gaulhofer, who served in the Austrian government as
a superintendent of physical education in the 1920s, used his historical inquiries for the
12
practical purposes of stimulating the reform of physical education. The material in
Gaulhofer’s wide-ranging and learned study suggests that the upright standing habit together
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with the straddling position with the toes pointing towards opposite directions emerged as
part and parcel of a Europe-wide pattern of bodily behaviour during the early Modern period.
Gaulhofer argued that this standing habit was ‘unnatural’ and tried to replace it in physical
education by a standing habit with the toes pointing straight ahead.
Only long after the end of World War II did the Stuttgart school of social and behavioural
historians produce several studies of bodily behaviour in sports, the military and dancing.
August Nitschke, the founder of the school, traced the changing patterns of European bodily
behaviour in dancing and fencing from the early Middle Ages to the Renaissance and briefly
13
surveyed East Asian martial arts. Henning Eichberg analysed the transformation of gymnastics
14
and related sports at the turn of the nineteenth century and studied ball games in Sumatra.
I myself worked on the history of military behaviour in the European armies from the fourteenth
to the eighteenth century, focusing on rules of military drill and placing the European evidence
15
in a comparative perspective. Lastly, Volker Saftien added a detailed account of Renaissance
16
and Baroque dancing rules. Beyond the work of the Stuttgart school, the recently established
Yale series on martial art includes a magisterially comprehensive survey of Renaissance fencing
17
and wrestling by Sydney Anglo, superceding previous studies on the topic and a less penetrating
18
sketchy review of select budô sports by George Cameron Hurst III.
To sum up, there is some, though far from exhaustive, historical research work on patterns
of bodily behaviour devoted to intra-cultural matters, while the cross-cultural dissemination
of these patterns has hardly been touched upon yet.

III. The making of universalisable of patterns of bodily behaviour, especially
standing habits
In this section, I intend to show that a pattern of bodily behaviour became considered
universalisable in Europe at the turn of the nineteenth century, that is, in the aftermath
of the French Revolution of 1789. Up to the end of the eighteenth century, patterns of bodily
behaviour tended to define membership in specific types of group, such as an army, the
aristocracy, a religious community, a local community or a professional association. There
were explicit, rigidly regulated and ruthlessly enforced dress codes, each applied to a certain
13
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group or type of group. There were also less widely applied but equally detailed regulations
concerning bodily bearing and movements, most noteworthily for dancers, fencers, wrestlers
and professional warriors.
I shall start by describing a picture from an early fifteenth-century fencing manual. The
picture shows two armoured fencers in close dual combat with pikes. Both fencers stretch their
legs far apart, with each fencer stretching his right leg to the back. The upper parts of their
bodies with the legs stretched backwards form an almost straight line. The upper parts of the
bodies of both fencers are inclined to the front. In their hands, they hold pikes which they
thrust against each other. The force that they use to thrust against each other, keeps them
in balance in their essentially unstable position. In other words, would one of the fencers
20
suddenly move away to the right or the left, the other fencer would fall down.

Fig. 1:
Hans Talhoffer’s Fencing Manual, c. 1430. Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Waffensammlung

The straddling positions displayed in this manual were perfunctory to a certain type of combat,
through which fencers were testing which of them had a higher thrusting capability. There were
strict rules to this combat form. Pike fencing and, to some extent, even sword fencing of late
medieval Europe, were tests of the capability of resisting opposing thrusts or blows. Therefore,
19
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the thrusts had to be conducted in a straight line against the opponent, with no deviations
from the straight lines being permitted. Fencing manuals were written instructions for
professional fencers, usually of urban origin, performing in judicial trials or for public
shows before an urban audience. The postures and movements prescribed in these sources were
specific movements of the professionals for whom fencing masters prepared the manuals but they
were of little use for non-professionals or the audiences watching the shows. The guards and
others positions, described in the manuals, had the task of providing the fencers with decent
chances to survive the matches without serious or even fatal injuries. Even though it remained
contested during the fifteenth century whether professional fencers constituted a guild thereby
forming an honourable profession, a code of honour existed regulating the fencers’ combat
behaviour. Staying within this code was a necessity in combats of which their practitioners
knew that they could lead to a lethal end. As professional fencers did not fight duels at night
but competed in front of a public audience, the probability was high that each contestant would
try to adhere to the code, even if it was not enforcible. Put differently: a fencer breaking
the code for a short-term tactical advantage and risking the life of his opponent, might win
a match but would lose his status as a professional fencer. The fifteenth-century fencing
manuals thus recorded a code of honour in words and pictures. This code was useful for fencers
but it was not merely unintelligible but also utterly useless for outsiders and the public
21
audience watching the matches.
In this respect the fencing manuals prescribed a
particularistic patterns of bodily behaviour characteristic of the professional group of
fencers. Specifically straddling was a mandatory standing habit for professional fencers if
they wanted to fulfill their duties and avoid defeat and injury.
Late in the fifteenth century, postures and movements practiced by professional fencers spread
beyond the confines of urban culture and became part of fighting behaviour of the professional
22
warrior bands of the Swiss. Moreover, the straddling position was not only used in combat,
23
as becomes clear from many pictures of standing warriors from the time around AD 1500,
specifically Dürer’s etching of Hercules of c. 1498. In this etching Dürer depicted the hero
in a fighting position, even though the hero was not engaged in fighting. The position could
thus serve to depict the status of warriors. Among the most visible early cases displaying
standing positions are the statues that Emperor Maximilian I had cast early in the sixteenth
24
century, to accompany his cenotaph in the Innsbruck Hofkirche.
Similar manuals for broad straddling postures existed at the time for other group of
25
professionals, namely wrestlers, and for dancers when they chose to adopt the specific
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standard of bodily behaviour mandatory for court festivals. The best known wrestling manual
26
comes from the workshop of Albrecht Dürer and was completed in 1512. The following picture
shows two wrestlers in straddling positions. The wrestler on the right side grabs the left
knee of the wrestler on the left side so as to throw him over to the back. The wrestler on
the left side seeks to gain stability of his position by grabbing the neck of the wrestler
on the right side. In this case, it is not the goal of the match to test the wrestlers’ capability
of resisting opposing thrusts. Instead both wrestlers are seeking to destabilise their
positions and test their relative capability to resist these destabilising efforts. The common
point of the straddling positions used in fifteenth-century pike fencing and in early
sixteenth-century wrestling is that, in both types of martial arts, the practicing
professionals seek to remain in an upright position as long as possible.

Fig. 2:
Albrecht Dürer, Wrestling Manual. 1512. Vienna, Graphische Sammlung Albertina
27

Dancing manuals displaying similar postures are on record from the early fifteenth century.
Dancers also straddled their legs when they wanted to take a firm stand. More than warriors,
wrestlers and fencers, dancers took care to keep the upper part of their bodies in an upright
vertical position. They would stretch one foot, usually the right one, to the right, sometimes
also doing the same with their left feet. Specifically, the Burgundian shoe fashion emphasised
this habit, it even forced dancers to stretch their feet towards the right and left sides,
Kaiserhauses 11 (1890), pp. 140-268 [reprinted in Schönherr, Gesammelte Schriften, edited by Michael Mayr, vol. 1 (Innsbruck,
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as standing as well as moving would have been difficult without straddling. Moderate
straddling with an upright upper body was therefore part of etiquette. Nevertheless, there
was a social divide between practitioners of martial arts and dancers in late medieval Europe.
Whereas the martial arts were usually in cities, the dances recorded in dancing manuals were
commonly performed in aristocratic courts. Contrary to the mostly bourgeois fencers and
wrestlers, aristocratic dancers appear to want to use their physical energies to the end of
controlling their bodily positions and movements. Dancing masters were employed as instructors
for proper dancing and as choreographers for complex dancing events at the courts. Some of
the dancing masters, like Antonio Cornazzano, had a career as military strategists before
joining the world of the courts and composing dances as ritualised battle action. Thus
Cornazzano devised a choreography for a dance called scaramuccio, the skirmish. The scaramuccio
consisted of movements whereby the dancing couples would weave in and out along straight lines
29
on the ground of a ballroom, as if they were performing a tournament. In doing so they employed
30
31
a standing position that rulers had used since Antiquity, as sculptures, seals and book
32
illuminations show. Thus, the upright and straight bodily bearing, combined with a moderate
straddling position of the legs, was characteristic of the patterns of aristocratic behaviour,
33
juxtaposed against the often unruly reasoning common among the farming population.
At the turn of the sixteenth century, Emperor Maximilian I began to transplant the
particularistic professional standards of the bodily behaviour of wrestlers into the different
context of aristocratic tournaments and practiced them himself. The tournaments had previously
been instruments to train young aristocrats to acquire physical strength and moving skills
to be applied in combat mainly on horseback and demonstrations of the same skills by experienced
knights. Maximilian was broadening the array of postures and movements considered to be
permissible in tournaments to include movements on foot and with short weapons like daggers
34
or without any weapon. Thus he enlarged the number of permitted movements in the tournaments
beyond what had been permitted in the tournaments of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
At that time, it had been a matter of honour not to move to the right or left or bend forwards
or backwards when engaged in a tournament race. However, Maximilian allowed twists and turns,
bows and bents, thus promoting the concern for the flexibility of the body rather than abidance
by a strict behavioural code. He had no scruples pulling the leg of his opponent thereby forcing

28
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him to fall over backwards in full armour causing tremendous noise. Maximilian also took great
35
pride for receiving appreciation as a dancer of distinction.

Fig.3:
Emperor Maximilian I fights a foot tournament. Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Waffensammlung. Early
sixteenth century.
36

At the same time, fencers were encouraged to practice a wider variety of guards and movements,
and so were warriors. Whereas the Swiss warrior bands of the fifteenth century had staged their
battles by confronting their opponents in large battalions and moving straight ahead to clash
with their opponents in frontal attacks, Maximilian trained his lansquenets to enact circlewise
movements so as to be able to strike at their opponents from the side or even the back if necessary.
Sixteenth-century fencers as well as Maximilian’s lansquenets had to become capable of moving
37
their bodies into many directions while they preserved the straddling position of their feet.
Many of Maximilian’s lansquenets were of humble rural origins and continued to adhere to the
38
practice of reasoning even when they were employed for battle. Maximilian, who often succumbed
39
to military defeat because of the unruly behaviour of his warriors, repeatedly chastised them,
yet nevertheless supported their novel fighting habits. In doing so Maximilian launched a
lengthy process, which eventually, up until the eighteenth century, would entail the gradual
acceptance of the aristocratic positions and movements beyond the world of the courts. Among
the early indications for this process are Albrecht Altdorfer’s sketches of standing
40
41
lansquenets and Dürer’s depictions of farmers engaged in trade on urban markets. These
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artists represented farmers as they were politically active or engaged in battle. Up until
the eighteenth century, standing with feet pointing towards the outside, straddled legs and
an upright upper body remained as an signifier of group specific behaviour while it acquired
an additional dimension in becoming the expression of moral decency. Dürer was thus consistent
in displaying a fool on feet pointing to the inside even when he was wearing Burgundian shoe
42
fashion.
A similar change took place in dancing at the same time. New dancing styles became popular
in the courts demanding turns and even volts. It so seems that the volts were introduced from
country dances into the world of the courts, as seemingly ecstatic dancing performances in
cities and the open country has received much criticism already at the end of the fifteenth
43
century. Yet dancers continued to search for firmness so as to avoid unintended bumps and
control their movements. The new standard of bodily behaviour is visualised dramatically in
a broadsheet that came out from the workshop of Hendrik Goltzius in Amsterdam in 1587.
Advertising the profession of a lansquenet warrior was the purpose of the broadsheet that may
have been intended to serve as a recruitment poster. It was designed to represent the lansquenets
as an attractive fighting force and, in doing so, displayed a captain marching forcefully from
the right to the left across the picture. The captain bears his body in an upright straddling
position. While the right leg with the foot is extended towards the ground before the captain
the left leg, on which the weight of the captain’s body rests, has its foot extended to the
left. The captain is made to look to the left, that is, into the direction of the viewer of
the picture.

Fig. 4:
Hendrik Goltzius, A Lansquenet Captain. 1587.

As the picture displays no combat scene, the captain appeared as a military leader in charge
of maintaining order among his commissioned troops. That this is his charge becomes clear from
the warrior band that is parading in the background of the picture, so to speak behind the
captain’s leg. The warriors perform a special type of military formation, called the formation
of the snail. This formation was first recorded late in the fifteenth century as a characteristic
44
feature of the lansquenets. It was a didactical method of instructing the warriors in the
principles of the movements that they were subsequently to perform in battle, eve though the
formation of the snail itself would not be performed on the battle field. It consisted of a
circlewise movement of a single line of pikemen, drifting slowly to the outside while moving
about in a circle. Upon command by the captain, the warriors would stop moving and charge their
pikes all at the same time. Through the performance of the formation, the lansquenets displayed
their willingness and readiness to maintain order and meticulously execute given commands.
41
42
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They also showed their capability to move orderly in a circle and change their positions by
turning into various directions. Throughout the sixteenth century, the lansquenets retained
45
their reputation for being a disciplined and well-ordered fighting force, even if they could
46
at time defy given orders and act with excessive brutality according to their own discretion,
and the formation of the snail accompanied them throughout the century and was copied elsewhere
47
in Europe. As the formation of the snail was not a combat formation, its impact on and
correlation with bodily movements in battle was indirect and consisted in exercising the skills
of individual warriors, which they were then expected to employ at their own discretion and
responsibility in battle. The particularistic educational purpose of these drills is evident.
The same principle applied to the posture of the captain. He posed as a model warrior, dominating
the scene in the picture with his massive body, the display of his determination to move forward
forcefully and, simultaneously, his success in maintaining a firm position and controlling
his body. The picture does not reveal any particularly aristocratic features in relation to
the captain, who may therefore not have been viewed at as a person of aristocratic descent.
48
In fact, however, many lansquenet leaders were lesser aristocrats. The arena for the rules
that the lansquenets followed down to the end of the sixteenth century were thus limited to
a group of professionals, even though they were drawn on older rules that had a distinctly
aristocratic touch. Yet the rules remained particularistic even in their new social context.
Disseminating rules among groups did not entail their universalisability.
At the end of the sixteenth century, a trend to increase the rigidity of rules for postures
and movements emerged, simultaneously in regular warfare, the martial arts and dancing. The
trend is well documented in a flurry of often printed manuals specifying or exemplifying these
49
rules at a varying degree of detail. As far as armies were concerned, the beginning of the
enforcement of stricter and more detailed rules for postures and movements has often been
connected with the emergence of regularised militia forces early in the seventeenth century,
most conspicuously in the northern Netherlands and their Calvinist allies in the Holy Roman
50
Empire. Arguments in favour of this connection have been based on the observation that the
45
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militia forces were drafted from the rural farming population and from the craftspeople in
the towns and cities and had to be trained in the use of weapons and the meticulous execution
of commands ‘without reasoning’. These arguments have been on the tactical observation that,
for militia forces, the training in the use of weapons and the performance of movements in
accordance with given commands was vital for success in battle, whereas professional fighting
forces would acquire the necessary skills through experience. As part of the formation of
militia forces military academies were established at Metz in 1610 and at Siegen in 1613 for
the purpose of training military organisers and drill masters who would then be able to train
51
the common militiamen. Some drill masters and even territorial rulers produced drill manuals
52
demonstrating the political significance of this literary genre.
However, linking the quest for more rigid rules for postures and movements to the establishment
of militia forces does not explain the full scope of the trend. First and foremost, with regard
to the military, drilling became a standard aspect of the making of warriors in European armies
during or soon after the Thirty Years’ War even where the armies were made up of professional
warriors and not of militiamen. Hence, professional soldiers had to subject themselves to the
same rigorous degree of regulation of their behaviour as the militiamen, at the latest from
the middle of the seventeenth century. Second, the same trend to the introduction of meticulous
rules for postures and movements can be traced in the martial arts, specifically in fencing,
where manuals became frequent at the turn of the seventeenth century and the established
profession of fencing masters rose in social status. Thus fencing masters were active in
53
universities and trained play actors to perform fencing scenes on the stage. Fencing was part
of the curriculum of the military academies and institutions offering higher education for
54
young aristocrats. Third, stricter regulations for postures and movements for dancers
appeared at the same time. Dancing masters began to produce bulky manuals regulating dancing
behaviour comprehensively and defending against Puritans their activity as a kind of moral
55
education provided to the young.
The behavioural codes for warriors, fencers and dancers resulted from an innovation of ethics
that took place at the turn of the seventeenth century. The Dutch philologist and philosopher
Julius Lipsius, well read in classical moral philosophy, for which he compiled critical editions,
set out to devise an ethics that argued the moral duty of self-control and self-constraint.
Lipsius encouraged persons to make their own efforts to control not only their emotions but
56
also their postures ad movements. He also advised rulers to organise the military so as to
57
allow warriors to exercise self-constraint. He thus demanded that warriors should be placed
51
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under the double control by themselves and their superior officers. Yet Lipsius also insisted
that rulers of sovereign polities should be first and foremost in their efforts to control
and constrain themselves because there was no legitimate institution that could impose control
58
over sovereigns. As other commanders serving under the Oranians, the Siegen drillmaster Johann
Jakobi von Wallhausen implemented Lipsius’s theoretical proposals and included some rules
for movements into his drill books for infantry and cavalry forces. Like the Dutch military
leaders and his own sovereign, Earl Johann of Nassau-Siegen, Wallhausen distinguished between
movements of individual warriors under arms and coordinated movements of warrior bands in rank
and file. Like the authors of the Dutch drill manuals, Wallhausen went at great length to
prescribe rules for postures and movements, joining summary verbal prescriptions of rules
together with pictures for the illustration of detail.

Fig. 5:
Johann Jakobi von Wallhausen, Kriegskunst zu Fuß (Oppenheim, 1615).

Suffice it to add that similarly rigid principles of control and supervision together with
the enforcement of detailed rules of conduct were characteristic of the organisation of
59
Protestant churches, specifically of the Calvinist confession. The accomplishment of
well-ordered self-controlled and self-constrained behaviour was the paramount goal of the
seventeenth-century educational reforms.
The reforms had their impact on daily behaviour, as the newly explicit rules could affect
postures, specifically standing habits. The machine metaphor came in use for well-ordered armed
forces seemingly operating in meticulous coordination and reducing the individual warrior to
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a small unit in a big and complex system. Contrary to the late sixteenth-century images of
lansquenet warriors, the drill manuals of the seventeenth century showed infantrymen with no
display of physical strength and no willingness to move ahead swiftly. Instead, the new image
of the warrior reflected the willingness and capability to minutely observe the order of
postures and movements. Thus warriors were trained to place their feet less wide apart than
the lansquenets of the sixteenth century, to keep their bodies always in an upright position
even while executing the commanded movements, and to stand still and motionless on all other
conditions with the right foot extended to the right asymmetrically at an angle different from
that of the left. In most pictures warriors were shown with their left foot pointing straight
61
ahead whereas the right foot would point to the right. Warriors were only permitted to straddle
their legs in firing postures where the infantrymen had to keep a firm stand in order to cope
with the backlash of their guns or withstand the thrust of opposing pikemen.
Arguably, many of the rules for postures and movements had practical purposes, among them the
endeavour to avoid disorder, injuries or even death with the ranks of the same combat force.
The firearms of the period were tricky instruments in need of great care, circumspection and
cautious handling. Therefore, even unintended touches could have lethal consequences. Yet the
range of these rules did not exhaust itself in these practical matters. This can be judged
from the similarity of rules for the military on the one side and for fencers and dancers on
the other. Since the end of the sixteenth century, fencing converted into a sporting match
with ever more delicate weapons and rules that focused on touch-avoidance. In the context of
fencing, the goal of touch-avoidance was totally disaggregated from the weapons technology
and concerns for the avoidance of injuries or the loss of life. Instead, in fencing,
touch-avoidance emerged as the centrepiece of a game. Likewise, dancing rules developed into
an elaborate system of touch-avoidance. The medieval legacy of courtesy evolved into an
aristocratic ethics that elevated the skills of avoiding unintended touches to the hallmark
62
of decent behaviour. In the course of the seventeenth century, this aristocratic ethics began
to be disseminated in urban ballrooms and stimulated the performance of thoroughly regulated
63
dancing movements. Just as fencing matches took place in indoor halls, well-ordered and
elaborately choreographed dances were performed behind the walls of court ballrooms, and
soldiers were drilled behind the walls of garrisons.
The parallelism of rules for military drill, fencing and dancing continued in the course of
the eighteenth century, when postures and movements were enforced ever more rigidly and in
greater detail. While dancers and fencers accepted these rules as part of their leisure activity,
they needed to be imposed on common soldiers in the armies. Some soldiers tried to escape the
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rigidity of military drill and deserted. Yet most of them, including some of whom had been
forced into the armed forces accepted the drill as part of their daily routine and practiced
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it even when they were not commanded to do so. As a consequence, the common men learned to
take on the ‘air’ of soldiers, controlling their postures and movements, keeping their bodies
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in a straight vertical line and constraining their actions. While the firearms became lighter,
easier to handle and less dangerous for their bearers, most of the seventeenth-century rules
for the handling of the gun continued to be enforced, with two exceptions: First, the
introduction of the flintlock reduced the number of loading movements, shortening the interval
between two successive volleys and enhancing the speed of the loading procedure. Second, rulers
and their commissioned officers increased the number and precision of commands for postures
without weapons. Thus eighteenth-century drill manuals habitually contained explicit command
for standing without the gun. In detail, soldiers were instructed to straddle their legs
slightly, pointing their feet into opposite directions and follow this habit in all other
standing postures when handling the gun. Soldiers became recognisable not merely through their
uniforms but also through their habits of standing and marching. As long as they were garrisoned
they ceased to be farmers under the authority of local aristocrats and, instead, converted
66
into the ruler’s men. The buckling postures characteristic of the farming population gave
way to upright bodily bearings, and the traditional habit of farmers to ‘reason’ about their
conditions of life was replaced by the unequivocal willingness to execute given commands quickly
and straightforwardly. Along similar lines, manuals for fencing and dancing regulated postures
and movements more minutely. Thus the minuet, the most popular eighteenth-century ballroom
67
dance, bore the motion of well-orderedness even in its name.

Fig. 6:
Rezanov’s men in Japan. Tokyo: University of Tokyo, Historiographical Office. End of the eighteenth century.

Rules for fencing and dancing found application among the court aristocracy and the upper
echelons of the inhabitants of towns and cities. But they were applied only on specific occasions
and in specific locations and thereby constituted a distinct patterns of behaviour far removed
from everyday life. While dissatisfaction continued with the discrimination by which the
68
farming population and the lower ranks of the urban population were affected, there is no
evidence that the distinctiveness of these social groups, their educational principles and
standards of appropriate behaviour raised any popular concern during then first two thirds
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of the eighteenth century, even though switching membership was innately difficult. However,
from the 1770s, an increasing number of signs appeared signalling protest against the lack
of penetrability of the social order separating the groups. One of the earliest indications
to this effect was the readiness of young and aspiring members of urban elites to practice
in their pastimes what then appeared as disordered and unruly countryside dance in lieu of
the stiffly ritualised minuet. The quickly rising popularity of this dance, the waltz, became
indicative of the deeper and more widely ranging contempt for the conventions of well-ordered
69
behaviour that Johann Wolfgang von Goethe made explicit in his early writings. The reform
movement soon turned political demanding the waving of traditional privileges that had defined
a specific rank as an inalterable property acquired by birth. The movement sought to establish
merit and achievement as the sole criteria for the legitimisation of wealth and power. This
political wing promoted the formation of the ‘nation’ as a comprehensive type of group that
could overarch the various segregated social groups defined by access to traditional
70
privileges. Military reformers demanded that the rigid rules for military drill should be
replaced by measures apt to train soldiers for battle. Moreover, armies were to be transformed
from specialised units, doing their peacetime work behind the walls of barracks and serving
far away out in the field during war. The new demand was, in a nutshell, that soldiers should
be citizens in uniform. Through the French Revolution of 1789 the movement succeeded in
enforcing the principle that there could only be one single institution setting rules
legitimately that were valid and enforcible upon the nation at large. The nation was conceived
as a group of armed citizens, and the French draft constitution of 1793 requested that every
71
male citizen (as a national) should serve in the armed forces and practice military drill.
Whilst the constitution of 1793 was not enforced and remained without successor in France or
elsewhere, the French Revolution gave stimulus to the promotion of the demand that rules
governing bodily behaviour should be valid throughout the entire nation and not specific to
educational principles and segregated groups. Accordingly, the gymnastics movement that became
popular at the turn of the nineteenth century, took over some of the rules of military drill,
most notably the principle that sportspeople should stand with their bodies kept in a straight
vertical line and with their feet straddled slightly pointing to the left and right sides.
In the German-speaking area the gymnastics movement had a distinct political touch as the then
usually male sportspeople were expected to promote the establishment of a nation-state in
Germany through the creation of a nation of similarly minded and uniformly moving people.
Ideologues of the gymnastics movement insisted that sports should be performed outdoors in
72
the open nature, visibly for everyone. Likewise, military drill performances began to be held
in central squares of towns and cities outside the garrisons, so that the citizens-in-uniform
could be watched while at work. Thus military rules for postures and movements were redefined
as universal principles, valid for the nation as a whole. Lastly, dancers of the waltz joined
in and adopted the straight and vertical line as the principle informing their standing habit
and, whenever possible, placed their feet with the toes pointing neatly to the right and the
left, even though they continued to perform their dances behind the walls of ballrooms which
became dancing houses for everyone. Indeed, the waltz differed from the minuet with regards
to movement style but it followed the general trend towards the general acceptance of the
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aristocratic standing habit and converted the ballroom into the place par excellence where
the persons present were obliged to adopt appropriately patterned bodily behaviour. But the
minuet continued to inform the rules for stage dance underlying theatre performances throughout
the nineteenth century. No change occurred with regard to fencing that declined to an exotic
pastime. The social and political history of the nineteenth century is the history of attempts
to implement this male-dominated conception in the organisation of states and societies in
Europe.

IV. Cross-cultural Dissemination of European Standing Habits in the Nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries
The redefinition of standing habits and other patterns of bodily behaviour from particularistic
to universalistic rules or from hallmarks of segregated groups or types of group to features
characterising nations as a whole had a number of serious consequences. The first and foremost
and most immediate of these consequences was that, if and where bodily behaviour ranked as
a feature of national identity, individuals could be expected to ‘feel’ their nationality
in or through their own bodies. Nationality could thus be regarded as impacting on the physique
of the human body. The preservation of the nation and the care for the physical health of the
body could be considered as part of the same activity. Indeed, a medical language began to
creep into European political discourses in the course of the nineteenth century, with concerns
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for the ‘health’ of the nation beginning to loom large. Vice versa, the maintenance of public
74
health ceased to be an exclusively medical issue and developed into a political goal.
Secondly, the proliferation of such biologistic creeds underlying policies and ideologies of
nationalism stimulated the desire to juxtapose seemingly specific national patterns of bodily
behaviour against what appeared to be different, if not incompatible patterns of bodily
75
behaviour elsewhere in the world. Biologism thus quickly converted into racism. Already in
the 1830s, apparent differences in patterns of bodily behaviour were used to mark the boundary
between insiders and outsiders not only with regard to the one or the other nation in Europe
but more widely separating Europe as a whole against the rest of the world. Thus the renowned
British liberal free trader Richard Cobden, who had a record of successful campaigning for
global free trade regulations used the language of biologism and the rhetoric of racism to
position the peoples under Ottoman Turkish rule as different from Europeans, seemingly by
nature:
‘Turkey cannot enter into the political system of Europe; for the Turks are not Europeans.
During the nearly four centuries that that people have been encamped upon the finest soil of
the Continent, so far from becoming one of the families of Christendom, they have not adopted
one European custom. Their habits are still oriental, as when they first crossed the Bosphorus.
They scrupulously exclude their females from the society of the other sex; they wear the Asiatic
dress; sit across-legged, or loll upon couches, using neither chair nor bed; they shave their
heads, retaining their beards; and they used their fingers still, in the place of those civilized
76
substitutes; knives and forks.’
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Concoctions of racism fomented orientalist myths at the very time when expansionist European
governments, such as the British, the French, the Austria-Hungarian and the Russian, sought
to extend the reach of their control across the Balkans to the Bosporus and, if possible, beyond.
In the European mind, the ideologies of a free-market economy could merely thrive where European
standards of bodily behaviour were acknowledged as acceptable educational principles.
The third consequence was more lasting. The acceptance of certain petterns of bodily behaviour
as a universalistic standard proffered a sense of obligation not only to display and practice
these patterns wherever European would travel elsewhere in the world but it also fed the demand
that these patterns should be imposed worldwide as apparent ‘standards of civilisation’.
As European governments began to take the lead in colonial expansion in the second half of
the nineteenth century they combined military conquest and religious conversion with the
imposition of patterns of bodily behaviour. Thus military men, missionaries, colonial
administrators and teachers worked hand in hand to the end of enforcing British, French, German
and Russian patterns of bodily behaviour over whatever population group was subjected to their
suppression. The habit of standing upright in a straddling position with the toes pointing
to the left and the right was the case in point. In Africa, Askaris and other locally recruited
armed forces were drilled according to the European fashion and soon adopted the habit of
standing like soldiers in European armies.
In Japan, a Prussian drillmaster was allowed to suggest some reforms of the armed forces and
78
introduced Prussian military drill. Although similar postures had been customary in the
Japanese military, the rigidity and uniformity of the application of the German military
standing habit was a result of the partial acculturation that Japan engaged upon during the
Meiji Period.

V. The Globalisation of a Standing Habit
In a paper first published in English in 1998, Henning Eichberg has argued that the preference
for open-air performances of sports like gymnastics in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
served as an experience of the political will to construct a collective identity on
79
universalistic principles. During this period political intentions boosted ideologies of
nationalism drawn on the political instrumentalisation of patterns of bodily behaviour. In
view of the sources that have been discussed in this paper Eichberg’s theory can be confirmed
and extended in its reach to cover dancing and military drill as well. The adoption by residents
of towns and cities of aristocratic dancing style from the earlier eighteenth century and the
subsequent introduction of countryside dances into urban communities helped nationalise the
patterns of bodily behaviour that had previously been segregated socially and territorially.
From the turn of the nineteenth century, politically active intellectuals and political
organisers insisted that national identity should be the only feasible and politically
significant collective identity, which they defined not merely in terms of legal and moral
norms and political values but also in terms of patterns of bodily behaviour. Likewise, the
acceptance of mandatory military service by the residents in towns and cities in many states
during and after the French Revolution of 1789 prepared the grounds for the militarisation
of the several emerging national collective identities and the conceptualisation of politically
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active and legitimately acting groups as nations-in-arms. Once this concept became acceptable
Europe-wide early in the nineteenth century, the standards of bodily behaviour characteristic
of the military converted into patterns of bodily behaviour valid for the nation at large.
This was the process through which particularistic patterns of bodily behaviour, acceptable
within segregated groups of types of group evolved into universalistically applied national
patterns.
These patterns differed across the nations in Europe but displayed some common rules as well.
One of these common rules was the demand that a properly behaving person should stand in an
upright position, keeping the body in a straight vertical line and straddling the feet with
the left toe pointing slightly to the left and the right toe pointing slightly to the right.
This pattern was imposed upon population groups beyond the confines of Europe through colonial
suppression in the later nineteenth and the twentieth centuries. Globalisation at the turn
of the twentieth century thus became traceable in bodily behaviour.
The results of the globalisation of standards of bodily behaviour can easily be detected in
standing postures at present. For one, the official ‘family photo’ of the Evian G8 Summit
of 2 June 2003 presented eight heads of state of government together with the President of
the European Commission.

Fig. 7:
Evian Summit ‘Family Photo’, 2 June 2003

Of the nine males who gathered together for the photograph, one, President Putin, has his right
shoulder hanging downwards, whereas another, President Chirac, the host, had his left shoulder
hanging down. As a consequence, their bodies deviated from the straight vertical line by leaning
to the right and the left. The other seven males posed with perfectly upright bodies kept in
a straight vertical line. The picture is less homogeneous with regard to the position of the
feet. Five males, President Prodi of the European Commission, Prime Minister Koizumi, Federal
Chancellour Schröder, Prime Minister Chrétien and Prime Minister Berlusconi, placed their feet
in accordance with the prescriptions of European military drill, whereas the four remaining
males, President Putin, President Chirac, President Bush and Prime Minister Blair, allowed
their toes to point straight ahead. The picture gives a mixed message and thus may induce
political iconologists to ponder the question whether the glass is half full or half empty.
Globalisation, far from complete, does nevertheless impact on bodily behaviour in various parts
of the world.
It would be difficult to argue that patterns of bodily behaviour can be globalised through
trans- or international political decision-making. Hence the only logic capable of explaining
the physical dimension of globalisation is to be sought for in the long-term effects of physical
and moral education.
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